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SITE PLAN
SCALE 1”=20’ 

Sunken Garden

Plaza

Retail
Store

Entrance Deck

Complementary pop-up activities
Space under this block

The main idea for this project is enhancing the performance of the building in terms of energy use and social sustainability. By doing so the building can be a good teacher for the community to draw more attention to the sustain-
ability.
According to the climate analysis, Seattle is considering a cold climate and we need to heat up the spaces much more than cooling them. Getting the maximum solar access is the main concept and it started from the section. 

during winter. The solar access also considered for the underground part of the building. Earth sheltering is another advantage of this designing. 

building during the winter. While the main consideration is the cold seasons, during summer, shade is provided for different surfaces. The consideration includes but not limited to PV panels on top of the roof, solid wall on east 
and west side of the building, hovered mass over the outdoor spaces, overhang for windows and blinds for the greenhouse and deciduous ivy on the south facade.

Another major element in this project is the sunken garden to provide solar penetration into the underground and to create social gathering space. Also, all of the slopes of the sunken garden guides rainwater to the harvesting 

-
hood plan, this site is considered as a key intersection and there is a future pedestrian linkage in East side. As a result, the retail and cafe part can work on 2 sides and eventually there is no ending wall around this building. The 
educational spaces and ESL classes are underground and have access to the garden and the commercial spaces . There are two open spaces under the hovered masses which can be used for pop-up activity and performance 

 Rainier Beach Neighborhood Plan Future Pedestrian Linkages and Soften and Open Edge of School Property 

Cafe
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LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN 3rd-5th FLOOR PLAN
SCALE 1”=20’ 

Maximizing solar access according to the needs of context.
Main masses shaped East to West to get the largest South façade 
exposure.

and getting solar gain during winter.

Introducing Sunken Garden and Open Plaza at the corner of the 
site to draw pedestrian into project. Considering the North side for 
pop-up activities and connection to the neighbor parking lot. The 
plaza is a respond to the Rainier Beach Neighborhood Plan. 

The main builing mass is divided into the three layers. The 
Private that is usually using during night with super insulat-
ed walls. The service layer after that and sharing layer for 

sharing food and time and experience.

The shared common area is utilized as a greenhouse where 
residents can grow vegetables in a shared urban farming 
experience. The greenhouse facade contains solar shades 

to reduce summer solar heat gain.

For summer, providing shade on the roof with PV panels and 
under the hovered spaces. Protecting East and West façade from 
undesirable solar penetration with solid walls.

use. 

Considering the angle of the winter sun to have solar access on all 
South façade during the cold seasons. Harvesting all water in site 
with the slope of sunken garden.

The sunken garden as a gathering space. Movable deck in front of 
the plaza as a performance space. Observation deck toward the 

the entrance and back side of the project.
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Greenhouse

Educational 
spaces

Greenhouse

Greenhouse

The main idea of the space below the housing is to create a communal performance area that can draw people into a sunken courtyard. The operable stage 
is able to be raised when not in use. Different surfaces such as sloped grasses, integrated stairs or connecting ramps are used for public viewing of the per-
formance space that lends to the unique urban quality at the base of the buildings.
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The combination of the ivy and shade control 
solar penetration during different seasons

These decks are great place to watch the game 

Dark brick wall to gather the most energy of the 
sun and store it for nights. All indoor spaces has 
the operable windows and shade to preventing 
trapping the heat during summer

The walls in north façade use more insulation 

PV panels provide shade on roof for summer 
and generate energy. The 20 degree toward 
south considered as an optimum angle 

The slope of sunken garden harvesting the 
whole rain water form building and site and store 

The spaces underground use the earth shelter-

skylight for enhancing daylighting level
The distance of blocks from each other and the hight and depth of 
each block considered carefully to provide solar penetration during 
cold seasons

The Ecotect simulation shows that in the most critical time of the winter, we can have full solar 
gain in the South facade and into the greenhouse spaces. This solar access has a very positive 
effective on thermal performance of the building.

The greenhouse is acting as a buffer space in 
terms of energy use and play its role as social 
gathering space 

The resident can share food that they had plant 
and learn the use of greenhouse in reality

EAST ELEVATION
SCALE 1”=20’ 

NORTH ELEVATION
SCALE 1”=20’ 

SOUTH ELEVATION
SCALE 1”=20’ 

WEST ELEVATION
SCALE 1”=20’ 

East and West Façade Blocking
Highly Insulated Wall (North Side)

Thermal Bridge Free - Mold & Rods Free

Light Shelf
Thermal Storage - Dark Masonry
 Energy Positive Windows
Deciduous Ivy, Natural Solar Gain Controller
HRV System

Vertical Blids Control Solar Gain during The Year

Enhancing the Health Factor
Refreshing the Air
Reducing Co2 Producing O2

Super Insulated Slab

Air-Tight Envelop
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